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humanities

creative arts

French

technology

Our students evaluate how authors craft characters and themes in novels, and how this influences the audience. 
We also study poetry, and how poets use structure and terminology to create desired effects.

students build on their knowledge of the ten topics in Biology, Chemistry and Physics that they were introduced to 
in Year 7. These include Forces, Electromagnets, Energy, Waves, Matter, Reactions, The Earth, Organisms, Ecosys-
tems and Genes..

In PE, our students learn about fitness, problem solving skills, games and athletic events. They learn how to take 
part and play activities, officiate them and coach one another. Sports played in Year 8 include Football, Netball, 
Rugby, Hockey, Cross-Country, Tennis, Cricket, Rounders and Softball.

In Humanities students study History and Geography. In History our students build on the skills of year 7. They 
study in more detail societal changes and investigate how major events have impacted on Britain, Europe and the 
wider world. Topics cover a 200-year period and include the Industrial Revolution, Suffragette movement and First 
World War. In Geography our students learn about Climate Change and its effects on different ecosystems, also 
they learn about Renewable Energy, Dangerous Nuclear Energy and finally Tectonic Dangers with a focus on recent 
earthquake and volcanic activity.

In Creative Arts our students continue to study Art, Music and Drama. In Drama they analyse a range of scripts, 
music and poems as stimulus for performances, as well as developing their physical theatre skills through mime 
and chair duets. Our students also look at staging, lighting and costume. In Music our students look at film music, 
further develop their guitar and keyboard skills as well as playing in a band through the Axis of Awesome and 
re-mix dance music using Music ICT. In Art our students work with 2D and 3D paper techniques, experimenting 
with their own designs and linking to a book they know. They also improve and refine their paint and design skills 
through making contemporary and traditional masks.through making contemporary and traditional masks.

Students develop their grammatical knowledge, learning to move between tenses by studying Paris, talent shows 
and talking about themselves and their friends.

In Technology students work in a rotation on different areas throughout the year. In Textiles our students create 
fun soft furnishings using more advanced textiles techniques. In Graphics our students design and market our own 
computer games packaging using hand drawing and Photoshop tools. In Design & Engineering our students use 
metals and plastics to make coat hooks using hand tools and CAD/CAM. In Food our students make more ad-
vanced healthy meals using such as pasta dishes and tacos. We also prepare a meal of our own choice using the 
skills we’ve learnt.

In Maths our students are taught in mixed ability groups and follow a mastery curriculum, where depth of learning 
is essential. Students study all six strands of mathematics: number, algebra, proportion, geometry, probability and 
statistics across the academic year and these are assessed against key performance indicators.


